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Hypeloot 


	Earn up to $12000 USDT Daily
	Join 170.000+ Users
	First-Ever AI Gaming Platform
	Live since 2022
	Start instantly
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SirWin 


	New Leader Crypto Casino & Sports Betting
	No KYC & VPN-friendly - Open Global
	Provably Fair - Fast Payout - 7/24 Support
	2 Sportsbook,70 Casino Providers, more then 10.000 Games
	Welcome Offer Pack - 550% Up to 1500$ + 400$ Free chip
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BitStarz 


	Award-Winning Crypto Casino
	Get 5 BTC + 200 Free Spins
	Record Win - $2.4 Million!
	4500+ Top-quality games
	Get your winnings in minutes
	Join & Win today!
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Shadow Token surges 20% following Coinbase listing  

11 hours ago




Telegram refutes CertiK’s auto-download security risk claim 

11 hours ago




Congressman advocates for US leadership in Bitcoin innovation 

12 hours ago




US Treasury demands more control over foreign crypto exchanges 
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deBridge launches points program for decentralization, community engagement 
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Dubai issues Crypto.com full VASP license 
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Former Ethereum advisor sues U.S. for $9.6b over dropped extortion charges 
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Mining Difficulty 


Mining difficulty is a metric to show how "hard" or time-consuming it is for a mining pool, miner, or operator... 



Read more →






Decryption in cryptocurrency 


Decryption refers to the act of decoding information that had been encrypted and barred from third party access. 



Read more →






Block Reward in Crypto 


In the world of cryptocurrency, miners or validators are rewarded tokens for confirming or validating transactions on the blockchain. In... 



Read more →






Blockchain 3.0 


Blockchain 3.0 is a new advancement in blockchain technology, allowing for better efficiency, interoperability, scalability, sustainability, security, and more. 



Read more →
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What is a Bitcoin ATM? A beginner’s guide to buying and selling cryptocurrency 





Curious about what is a Bitcoin ATM? Learn about these electronic kiosks that let you buy or sell Bitcoin and... 
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Following a challenging period for crypto startups, venture capital investments saw a significant uptick in 2024. 
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The TON Society has partnered with AI company HumanCode to implement an identity verification mechanism. 
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Ripple launches new stablecoin. What is behind the move? 





What does the launch of the new digital currency mean for the future of XRP and the crypto market? Ripple... 
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Binance executive denies Nigerian money laundering charges 





Nigerian authorities arraigned Binance executive Tigran Gambaryan before an Abuja High Court on April 8, where the employee denied allegations and applied for bail. 
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1inch Network, in collaboration with crypto card developer Baanx and payment giant Mastercard, announced the launch of the 1inch Card. 
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Ripple Labs CEO Brad Garlinghouse believes that the market will double and reach $5 trillion by the end of 2024. 
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Trader loses $800k in crypto to malicious Google Chrome extension 





Two malicious Google Chrome browser extensions allegedly drained $800,000 from a cryptocurrency investor going by the moniker “Sell When Over”... 
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Robinhood’s Bitcoin holdings surpass $9.5b, third only to Bitfinex and Binance 





Robinhood’s cold storage address has emerged as the third-largest single Bitcoin wallet, boasting ownership of 0.69% of the total BTC... 
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dYdX Chain halts block production following network upgrade 





dYdX is facing a chain halt amid a scheduled upgrade, marking its first major outage since the launch of its... 
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Animoca Brands partners with NFT Project Imaginary Ones to enhance tokenomics  





Web3 venture capital firm Animoca Brands has announced a partnership with Imaginary Ones, a Singapore-based NFT project. According to a... 
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A number of advertisements on the Ethereum blockchain explorer Etherscan have been found to be part of a massive phishing... 
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Russia’s central bank foresees full-scale CBDC implementation post-2029 





Bank of Russia’s chief signals a slow path to digital ruble adoption, as scaling is expected no earlier than 2025,... 
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Market data suggests Polygon (MATIC) may be poised for an impending price resurgence, as its 30-day MVRV (Market Value to... 
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Experts look beyond HBAR, OP and shift focus to new tokens like Pullix 





As Hedera and Optimism navigate through market fluctuations, investors are increasingly turning their sights to promising newcomers like Pullix. #sponsored 
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China’s largest mainland equity funds quietly join spot Bitcoin ETF market, report says 





Mainland Chinese fund companies are leveraging their Hong Kong subsidiaries to explore spot Bitcoin ETFs, signaling their keen interest in... 
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FARM token surges 80% in a day amidst trading frenzy 





FARM, the native token of the yield farming protocol Harvest Finance, was trending in the U.S. as it was exchanging... 
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Hong Kong’s crypto exchange HashKey goes global with Bermuda license 





Cryptocurrency exchange HashKey is set to expand its business on a global scale with a new venture aimed at qualified... 
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Blockchain startup LightLink raises $6.2m as cryptocurrency VC activity shifts 





Ethereum layer-2 blockchain LightLink secured $6.2m in funding during an extended seed round; total VC activity in Q1 clocked in around $1.1 billion across 180 crypto startups 
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Dogecoin surges over 10% to cross $0.20 mark: 





The price of dog-themed meme coin Dogecoin (DOGE) shot up 10.1% to go above the $0.20 mark. 
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Render and KangaMoon to flourish; Dogecoin will rekindle, analyst predicts 





Crypto analyst Ali has predicted the resurgence of the meme coin frenzy, with Kangamoon, and Dogecoin leading the charge#sponsored 
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Top cryptocurrencies to watch this week: CKB, W, PENDLE 





Nervos Network’s CKB reaches 28-month high, Wormhole records 21% drop following launch, Pendle hits new all-time high. 
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Cathie Wood calls on US regulators to emulate Hong Kong’s cryptocurrency policies 





Cathie Wood spoke on several key topics shaping the future of the blockchain and crypto industries. Word to the wise, she says: Look at what Hong Kong is doing. 
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There is more to NFTs than a marketing tool for corporations | Opinion 





NFTs should align with brands' overarching strategies and purposes, fostering genuine connections and adding value to the consumer experience. 
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Casino capitalism at NFT.NYC, plus, are NFTs really dead? #hearsay | Opinion 





From Magic Eden's degen yacht party to Forbes' multichain mixer, NFT.NYC offered a spectacle of excess and elitism, and then some more in another episode of #hearsay. 
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Jury convicts Do Kwon, meme coins enjoy Q1 gains, Ripple to launch stablecoin | Weekly Recap 





Last week, a jury in New York declared Terraform Labs and its founder Do Kwon guilty of fraud charges. The meme coin narrative garnered attention, and Ripple looked to launch a USD-backed stablecoin. Here's our weekly recap. 
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crypto.news is a leading name in the cryptocurrency news space, providing the latest and most relevant updates on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Ripple ecosystems. Setting the industry standard in journalism, crypto.news covers a wide array of topics ranging from Bitcoin, Ethereum, altcoins, regulations, NFTs, DeFi, Metaverse, and blockchain technology. Our reporters and technical analysts are always striving to not only be the earliest but also the most accurate to offer the latest developments in the crypto industry to our readers across the globe as we keep a close eye on all the price action in the industry, including Bitcoin price and Ethereum price. crypto.news also offers an opportunity to earn free Bitcoin through a range of Bitcoin faucets. To stay updated with the latest in Bitcoin News, Ethereum News, Ripple News, and all other developments in the digital assets industry, follow crypto.news.
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